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wave
riders

intelligently designed 
entertaining areas make 
party planning easy, while 
home life has its own 
creature comforts in this 
enjoyable river house.

Words penny boothman photographs italo vardaro
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Above: A custom-built dining table looks out through the river gums to 
the river beyond. Opposite page top: Twin standard gardenias flank the 
grand entrance way; the floor of highly polished granite was imported from 
China. Opposite page left: Earthy tones and natural materials connect 
the house to its environment; a handy drinks cabinet makes for effortless 
entertaining. Opening pages: A lawn sweeps down towards a fire pit 
beside the Murray in front of this strikingly architectural home surrounded 
by 50-year-old river gums; coloured lighting built into the roofline can be 
switched between five shades.

T
he mosT immediaTely 
striking feature of this large 
home on the banks of the 
River murray at Waikerie 
is its soaring roof structure. 
The two waves ascend 

dramatically from the centre of the 
building, creating cathedral-like internal 
ceilings of six metres at their highest 
point. The house is divided in two by a 
central breezeway and grand entrance, 
which separates the open-plan kitchen, 

living and dining area from the three 
bedrooms, office and laundry. 

“my initial thoughts were that i 
wanted it to be ‘light, white and bright’,” 
says owner Gary Pfeiler. “i had free rein 
from my wife to build the house however 
i wanted. Wendy said, ‘you build it; and 
if i don’t like it, i’ll change it.’ Fortunately, 
she likes it.”

The concept of having a wave roof 
was something Gary picked up during 
his 12 months of intensive research and 

preparation for the project, although he 
initially imagined both waves rising in 
the same direction. he took the idea to 
architect Jamie Gladigau, who created the 
finished design. 

“Gary’s brief was that he wanted to 
live comfortably by the river, and he was 
keen on some form of curved roof. so we 
took that concept and created a building 
that’s made up of two pavilions, with the 
roof being the common aesthetic that 
links the two,” says Jamie.
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Above: Large glass panels slide aside to open 
the living area onto the semicircular balcony; the 
glass balustrade allows for an uninterrupted view. 
Below: An L-shaped sofa visually delineates the 
lounge area within the open-plan living space; 
windows placed high up flood the area with 
natural light.

an interesting history. A former avocado 
property, it was also the site of the Holder 
School during the 1930s. The Pfeilers’ 
new house is built on the footprint of the 
property’s former homestead. 

Gary’s enthusiasm for researching 
details for the house continued during 
the build, and he independently sourced 
many of the unique materials required. 
The breezeway is paved with glass-like 
polished granite that Gary found in 
China and imported himself, along with 
the rough-hewn granite slabs making up 
the driveway that slopes up to the back 
of the house.

The variation in ceiling height 
created by the swooping wave of the 
roof draws the eye into the spacious 
living area. Windows placed high up 
flood the interior with natural light, 
and also create the impression of a third 
storey when viewed from the outside. 
The interior of the house evolved during 
the build, as the true dynamic of having 
such high ceilings revealed itself. “All the 
door frames were originally at standard 
height, but we decided to change them to 
high doorways after talking it over with 
the builder during construction. I like 
the high doorways; it gives the interior a 
special look.”

Inside, smooth floors of giant ceramic 
tiles and neutral walls create a sense of 
cool and calm within the home. One wall 

Although this is a sizeable house, 
it sits comfortably within its riverbank 
environment. The breezeway breaking 
up the two structures and the curved 
roof forms soften the building’s profile, 
while the colour palette of soft greys and 
greens, which was inspired by the river 
gums on the site, creates a link with its 
surroundings. 

The block of land on which this 
remarkable new house is situated has 

Adairs Homemaker | Amart Sports | Anaconda | Barbeques Galore | Bay Leather Republic | Bb’s Café 
Beacon Lighting | Bedshed | Bendigo Bank ATM | Discount City Carpets | Freedom | Forty Winks 

House of Golf | Howards Storage World | Inside Furniture | Kebap Pizza Pasta Express | Nick Scali 
Petbarn | Plush | Provincial Home Living | Sleepy’s | Snooze | Sofa Shop | Subway | The Good Guys  

The Light Factory | The Outdoor Furniture Specialists | Workout World

Successfully servicing the Adelaide area for 9 years, the Mile End Homemaker Centre offers a great 
diversity of retailers, products and services with quality customer service and easy car parking. 

The Mile End Homemaker Centre is located next to Bunnings.

121-150 Railway Terrace, Mile End

www.mileendhomemakercentre.com.au

Mile End Homemaker Centre
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of the airy open-plan living area is made 
of sliding glass panels that open up onto 
a large semicircular balcony overlooking 
the river. The master bedroom and en 
suite bathroom, all subtly furnished in 
soothing, earthy shades, also have a 
wall of glass opening onto a river-view 
balcony. “They’re huge floor tiles, but 
because it’s such a large room it really 
works within the space,” says Gary. “We 
can open up the whole front of the house. 
It’s just beautiful.”

The balcony outside the living area 
is shaded by an unusual pergola made of 
a polyurethane sail bordered by a curved 
steel beam. Ingeniously, this beam acts 
as guttering for the structure, while the 
square steel posts supporting the pergola 
are also downpipes, taking rainwater 
from the roof down to the lawn.

This is a house designed with easy 
entertaining in mind. The open-plan 
living room features two dining tables: a 
large one for entertaining dinner guests 

Top: Neutral tones and simple forms make a restful master bedroom; 
a blade wall separates the walk-in robe, looking through to the en 
suite bathroom. Above: “The mirror in the en suite was a ‘smoko 
design’ that we came up with on a break one day. I said to the 
builder that we needed to create something different, and I wanted a 
light behind it. So that mirror is actually mounted on a big piece of 
chipboard with lights set into it all the way around the edge.”

wave riders
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and a smaller one the owners use when 
they are at home alone. Unable to find any 
tables they liked to fit within the space, 
the Pfeilers had some made from the same 
Caesarstone as the bench tops, creating a 
unified feeling throughout the room.

Downstairs, the entertaining area 
has a tilt door that opens up onto the 
garden and barbecue area. The extremely 
practical second kitchen downstairs can 
cater for any number of guests, and 
there is also a purpose-built bar area. 
A spacious wine cellar has been built 
into the ground underneath the back 
of the house for perfect temperature 
control. “The kitchen down there makes 
the whole area self-contained, so you 
don’t have to keep running upstairs to get 
things,” says Gary. 

As with many new builds, 
particularly in a rural setting, energy 
efficiency was high on the agenda. The 
house faces east over the river, so the 
front of the building, balconies and living 
areas are all bathed in the morning sun. 
Just a few small windows have been 

fitted into the western side for maximum 
energy efficiency. The huge areas of glass 
are double-glazed with high-performance 
glass and the roof is fitted with solar 
panels. The design’s generous eaves shade 
the interior from the worst of the heat 
in summer, but let in plenty of low-
angle winter sun. “We have a steel frame 
and then an aluminium bubble wrap 
around that, and then insulation between 
that and the Hebel (autoclaved aerated 
concrete) on the outside,” says Gary. “So 
hopefully now the house is finished it 
shouldn’t cost too much to run.”

At night the interior is lit by a 
constellation of energy efficient 
downlights, while powerful outside lights 
highlight the drama of the architectural 
exterior. The owners’ sense of fun shines 
through to emphasise the shape of the 
roofline, with LEDs that can be lit in five 
different colours built into the edge. 

“I’ve enjoyed the whole process,” says 
Gary. “There are a few more things I 
want to do, especially outside with the 
landscaping, but overall it really works.”

The block of land on which this remarkable new 
house is situated has an interesting history. 

Top: “We brought 10 semi-trailer loads of stones into 
the garden from the limestone quarry at Loxton. Some 
of the stones weighed over two tonnes.” Above: The 
house makes the most of relaxed outdoor living and 
the direct river access; the muted greens and soft greys 
help the building blend into the natural environment.
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